
Subject: Ladies and Gentlemen We Have Gas!
Posted by SuperFlyingEngi on Wed, 19 May 2004 23:43:22 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

DarkDemin: If you're gonna have a Bush/Cheney banner, I'm gonna have a Kerry banner. The
End. BTW: Your sig and avvy are more "gay-ass" than mine.

Moving on...

Wee, we found a mortar shell with Sarin gas in it. This obviously proves Bush's case for Saddam
having Weapons of Mass Destruction. But didn't Bush say that Iraq was an imminent threat to us?
What was Saddam going to do, lob  mortar rounds over the ocean with precision and hit Times
Square? And, of course there are going to be mortar rounds with chemical agents in them,
Saddam already dismantled more than 3,000 mortar shells [rough estimate] already in broad
daylight under the UN, there's pretty much no way he could get all of them. Him posing a threat is
being able to say:

Saddam: Get me a thousand chemical mortar rounds to fire at Israel
Arab: Ok

This is what would more likely happen in 2000:

Saddam: Get me a thousand chemical mortar rounds to fire at Israel
Arab: Uh, well, you see, we don't actually know where they are any more. We, uh, kind of
dismantled most of them and now we just have some lying around in bunkers where it's anyone's
guess.

And so we come in with our big bad army under the leadership of amateurs who don't even bother
to secure all of Saddam's old armories, and so all the Arabs come and grab themselves some
heavy ordnance. Who would have guessed? It's only what people do when radical government
reform is taking place and there is very little real law. So now, all those old chemical shells are
buried in people's yards, because people bury explosives they steal. So, for the next ten years,
we're going to have people who forget about bombs in their yard and blow up chemicals when
they drive over them with a riding mower. So we're going to keep finding these things for a while.
In France, farmers are still blowing up from shells people buried on their land from WWII. 

And someone can always bring a 6.3 diameter cylinder full of Sarin across the loosely guarded
border.
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